This essay examines a 1706 letter from the renowned early Qing publisher Zhang Chao 張潮 (ca. 1650-1707) to a fellow publisher, Zhang Yongde 張庸德 (fl. 1706), in order to explore the nature of the letter medium during the letter-publishing boom in the seventeenth century. The letter in question was included in Zhang Chao's voluminous letter collection Chidu oucun 尺牘 偶存 (Random preservations of letters), which was published as a companion volume to Chidu yousheng 尺牘友聲 (Friends' voices in letters). While Chidu yousheng gathered letters that Zhang Chao's contemporaries had sent to him, Chidu oucun collected Zhang Chao's replies to them. The two letter collections were published in several installments over a span of more than thirty years, from 1677 until 1706, and gained wide popularity.1 The sheer quantity and wide geographical distribution of the letters reveal the extensive epistolary network that Zhang Chao established, exchanging letters with more than 300 of his contemporaries, mainly literati from the major cities in the Jiangnan area, such as Yangzhou, Suzhou, Hangzhou, and Nanjing.
between writing and publishing letters However, Zhang Chao's letter to Zhang Yongde is relatively formal and lengthy, covering twelve leaves3-and is, in fact, the longest letter in either collection. Furthermore, it is one of the letters exchanged during Zhang Chao's dispute with Zhang Yongde over the proprietorship of the book that they had published together nine years before. Although the popularity of publishing letters in the late Ming and early Qing periods greatly expanded both the scope of letters that found their way into print and the sort of topics published letters could address,4 such a conflictive letter would not usually be published because most private letter collections, particularly those of contemporaries, were meant to display the letter writers' friendships, social status, and literary accomplishments. The tone of friction and refutation in Zhang Chao's letter clearly distinguishes it from the friendly and amiable correspondence that makes up the majority of Zhang Chao's two letter collections.5
The unusual character of this letter to Zhang Yongde therefore makes one wonder what Zhang Chao's intention was in publishing it. The letter ostensibly justifies Zhang Chao's property rights to the book against Zhang Yongde's claim. However, the letter is undoubtedly partial, in the sense that it explicates only Zhang Chao's claim to ownership of the book in question. When the scholar-official Zhou Lianggong 周亮工 (1612-1672) published his letter collection Chidu xinchao 尺牘新鈔 (Newly copied letters) from 1662 to 1670, he intentionally excluded letters about lawsuits and disputes because he wanted to avoid prejudice in favor of one side over the other.6 Since Zhang Yongde's
